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Abstract
The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), finding a minimal weighted Hamilton cycle in a graph,
is a typical problem in operation research and combinatorial optimization. In this paper, based
on some novel properties on Hamilton graphs, we present a precise algorithm for finding a
minimal weighted Hamilton cycle in a non-metric and symmetric graph with time complexity
of O (|E(G)|3) , where |E(G)| is the size of graph G.
Keywords Travelling Salesman Problem, minimal weighted Hamilton cycle, precise algorithm,
overlapping comparison, minimal increment of the weight

1．Introduction
In the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP in abbreviation), we are given a graph such that a set
of vertices along with the weighted edges on which are defined the real number values with
the triangle inequality assumption (not fulfilling this assumption is called non-metric). The
goal is to find a minimal weighted (sometimes denoted by distance or cost) Hamilton cycle.
If the edge’s weight in a graph is a constant, we call the problem a symmetric TSP.
TSP is a remarkable combinatorial optimization problem and an important subject in
theoretical computer science. Solving TSP will help to impel to deal with problems in many
other fields, e.g., assembly problems in bioinformatics [1-4], drilling holes in circuit broads
[5], and static and dynamic vehicle routing problems [6-7] vehicle routing problems.
Particularly, in solving the real-life route optimization problems, there still have the question to add
driver know-how to delivery-routing models, in which many other dynamic factors that existing
optimization models don’t capture [8].
But, in solving these problems, the running time of precise algorithms for searching an
optimal solution increases exponentially when the size of the instances grows, e.g., the
dynamic programming approach to TSP [22], so the computation is intractable. With facing up
the intractable computational problems, the complexity theory developed [9-10] for
classifying and comparing the difficulties of solving problems about finite combinatorial
objects. Henceforth, the works on TSP diverted to approximation approaches, of which most
results obeyed the metric condition. In a huge amount of literature, Christofides’ algorithm [11]
is a landmark approximation algorithm for symmetric metric TSP. Recently, a new result
reported to improve the approximation algorithm originated from Christofides ’ algorithm

slightly [12]. But, there have no the algorithmic improvements based on exploring the
existence condition of Hamilton graphs, since the problems are proved NP-hard [13].
Accordingly, in the definition of TSP, it is a crucial assumption that the given graphs are
complete graphs; otherwise, it is no longer to guarantee the existence of a Hamilton cycle. In
addition, most approximation algorithms are still to assume weights (distances or costs)
satisfy the triangle inequality.
Unlike the conventional approximation approaches, in this paper, based on the novel
properties of Hamilton graphs proposed in [14-17], we present a precise (exact) polynomial
algorithm for symmetric and non-metric TSP of general graphs 1.
In [14], the Grinberg condition, a necessary condition for planar Hamilton graphs, was
interpreted by using the cycle basis to replace the faces of the given graph, and then was used
to derive an equation associated with inside faces called the equation of the graph. In [14],
Lemma 1.1 showed the equation of a Hamilton graph has solutions, and Lemma 1.2 showed
that there are two types of cycle sets in a solvable graph, (a) a 2-common (v, e) cycle set, (b) a
2-common (v, 0) cycle set. Lemma 1.2 implies that we can determine the Hamiltoncity of a graph
by sifting out the 2-common (v, 0) cycle set, a solvable non-Hamilton graph, without planar
limitation. The main notions and definitions in [14-17] appeared in this section, such as a
solvable graph, etc., will be provided in Section 2.
In [15], Lemma 3.1 characterized the relation of cycle Ck and the number of vertices of
degree 2 in the neighbor of a vertex (denoted by |P|) in a solvable graph, and showed in
Lemma 3.3 that a solvable norm graph is Hamilton graph, if and only if, |C k | = 0.
In [16], Theorem 3.3 proved that a norm graph is non-Hamiltonian, if and only if, ℊ ≅
K2,3, where ℊ ≅ K2,3 denotes ℊ ≈2 K2,3 such that only one subgraph K 2,3 induced from ℊ.
By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 in [15], and Theorem 3.3 in [16], for a solvable norm
graph, the following statements are equivalent:
G is non-Hamiltonian;
|P| ≥ 3;
|C k | ≠ 0;
ℊ ≅ K2,3.
These relations and the 2-common (v, e) cycle set are important foundations for methods to
propose our new algorithm for TSP in this paper.
In the algorithm of [17], by adding the solution cycles one by one, it will construct a
Hamilton cycle eventually; otherwise, it outputs the given graph is non-Hamiltonian. In a
sense of R=1 edges of a graph, the algorithm in [17] continuously expands the R=1 edges in a
graph for obtaining a Hamilton cycle. Using the complementary process, we continuously
contract the weighted edges by deleting co-solution cycles to find a minimal weighted
Hamilton cycle from a Hamilton graph, which is named the “1–1” algorithm for TSP. We show
that comparing every pair of removable cycles (co-solution cycles) and deleting one only that
contributes the minimal increment of weighted R=1 edge will yield a global-opt result, and
repeat this process will obtain a minimal weighted Hamilton cycle. We prove that the “1–1”
algorithm is a precise non-metric symmetric algorithm with time complexity of O (|E(G)|3 ),
where |E(G)| is the size of graph G.
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We use “general graphs” here means there have no restriction on complete graphs and their original graphs are simple connected
graphs, whose Hamiltoncity decided by the algorithm in [17].
2 The notation “≈” means “to be homeomorphic to” [16].

2．Preliminaries
We first give the main terminologies and definitions in [14-17].
Graphs considered in these papers are finite, undirected, and simple connected graphs. A
graph G = (V, E) is a finite nonempty set V of elements called vertices, together with a set E of
two elements subsets of V called edges. Let B(G) be a basis of the cycle space of a graph G.
Two vertices u, v of G are neighbors if uv is an edge of G.
A cycle is called a removable cycle if removing it from B(G) produces a subgraph G’ such
that V′=V, E′=E−1 and the neighbors of any vertex in G satisfy |P|<3. R denotes the number
of cycles passed through an edge in a graph G. A boundary vertex is a vertex that only has two
edges of R=1 in its incident edges. A boundary edge refers to an edge of R=1. A cut vertex
means a vertex that all its edges are R=1. A vertex is called inside if it is neither a boundary
vertex nor a cut point.
We call ∑(i⋅|Ci| − 2|Ci|) = |V (G)| − 2 the equation of a graph G, where C is the cycle with
degree i in B(G). See the equation 1.2 in [14]. A solvable graph means its equation has solutions, in
one of which there has a set of cycles in a basis that satisfies the equation. Every cycle in a
solution is called a solution cycle; and the complement of a solution cycle is called a
co-solution cycle. We denote by Sx a solution of G that is a set of cycles {C 1, C2, …, Cm},
where 1 ≤ m ≤ ( |E(G)|–|V(G)|+1; and S’x a co-solution that is {C’1, C’2, …, C’n}, where 0 ≤
n ≤ ( |E(G)|–|V(G)|+1) – 1.
A 2-common (v, e) combination is a combination of cycles A and B such that
|V (A) |⋂ |V (B ) |=2 and |E(A) |⋂ |E(B ) |= 2; and a 2-common (v, 0) combination is a
combination such that |V(A) |⋂ |V (B ) |=2 and |E( A) |⋂ |E(B ) |=0 .
Let k be a boundary vertex of degree 4. Ck is a cycle on which all boundary vertices are k
but no edges are boundary, and |C k | is the number of C k.
In a given graph, the operation of smoothing out a vertex of degree 2 consists of two processes.
The first is to delete this vertex and its incident edges, and the second is to replace them by a new
edge. Let |P| be the number of the vertices of degree 2 in the neighbor of a vertex. We use a
reduced graph for a graph produced from deleting the edges that there have |P|=2 in the
neighbor of its endpoint and smoothing out the adjacent vertices of degree 2 except for leaving
one such vertex only.
Let I be a set of cycles jointed by a set of inside vertices adjacent each other. |I| is the number
of sets I in a graph. A norm graph is a reduced graph of |I| = 1. ℊ is a subgraph derived by
deleting all removable cycles from a basis of a norm graph.
We next give the notions and definitions used in this paper.
Unless otherwise stated, graphs considered in this paper are Hamilton graphs obtained
from executing the algorithm with 𝒪(|E(G)| 3 ) worst case time complexity [17]. Let G be a
graph. We define the TSP to be a problem that how to find a minimal weighted Hamilton cycle
in a graph G. The following definitions and notions are all involved in a graph G.
Let w denote an edge’s weight, sometimes called distance or cost. There has no metric
limitation for the weighted edges in a graph, which means it does not obey the triangle
inequality. The edge’s weight between two endpoints is constant, so we call the TSP a
symmetric TSP. We use Hmin for the minimal weighted Hamilton cycle, Wmin the weight of
Hmin, Sx a solution set, and S’ x a co-solution set.
We say a cycle on the R=1 edge means it has only one R=1 edge.
w is an increment of the weight of R=1 edge when deleting a removable cycle. Let t be a

2-common (v, e) combination set in G. For x, y ∈ g-C we define x+t+y 3 is a 2-common (v, e)
combination set in B(G) such that G has two components if deleting x+t+y. See the Figure 01.
Let mx, nx, a be the R=1 edges produced by deleting cycle x, and m y, ny , b the R=1 edges
produced by deleting cycle y. Generally, we use w(mna) and w(mnb) to refer to the weights of
R=1 edges generated from deleting x and y, respectively. An overlapping comparison is a
comparison between w(mna) and w(mnb). A cycle is called a global-opt cycle if it is a
co-solution cycle of producing the minimal weighted Hamilton cycle.

Figure 01
Let G–C be a subset of G produced by deleting cycle C from B(G). We say a cycle C is a
candidate removable cycle if it satisfies |V(G–C)| = |V(G)| and |E(G–C)| = |E(G)| –1 in B(G). k
is a vertex of degree 4 generated by deleting C. We denote by C ∇ a diagonal cycle to C such
that C∇ ∩C is a cut vertex (or |E(C∇ )|+|E(C)|=|E(C∇ )⋃E(C)|). C∇ -set is a cycle set that consists
of C∇ and the cycles associated with C∇.
For basic terminologies of graph theory not mentioned in this paper, please refer to
[18-21], others [14-17].

3．Methods
3.1 Identification of removable cycles
By the definition of removable and Lemma 3.1 in [15], for a cycle C on the R=1 edge of G, if
there has no vertex K when deleting it, we can easily determine C is a removable cycle. If
there has a vertex k, for identifying whether C is removable, we need first to decide whether or
not there has the case |P| ≥ 3 or |C k | ≠ 0 occurring in the neighbor of vertex K when deleting C.
It is easy to test the existence of |P| ≥ 3 (actually, it was excluded in a norm graph). To
identify the existence of C k , by Lemma 3.3 in [15], we require asking whether or not a cycle
C∇ (which is associated with the cycle C) is a C k when deleting C. Lemma 1 states that the
answer is subject to the Hamiltoncity of the C ∇-sets.
Lemma 1

C is a removable cycle, if and only if, all C∇-sets to C are Hamiltonian.

Proof. By Lemma 3.3 in [15], if all C∇-set is Hamiltonian, then there have no Ck emerge when
deleting C. Note that Lemma 3.1 in [15], |P| ≥ 3 ⇔ |Ck | ≠ 0. Thus, by the definition, C is a
removable cycle. On the other hand, suppose the C∇-set is non-Hamiltonian, Then, there must
3

In this paper, for cycles x and y, x+y is refer to that x connects y in the way of 2-common (v, e) combination.

have one case of the followings: |P| ≥ 3, |C k | ≠ 0, or ℊ ≅ K2,3 when deleting the cycle C. By
Lemma 3.1 in [15] and Lemma 3.1 in [16], we derive C is not a removable cycle. ∎
3.2 The Reducing of a C∇-set
Followed Lemma 1, we then have a question that how to identify a C ∇-set’s Hamiltoncity.
Note the fact that a C∇ -set is so simply a norm graph that its Hamiltoncity can be
determined by a brutal method readily. Thus, we can simply use the basic rules of the
Hamiltoncity in [15] to reduce a C ∇-set until we derive an acyclic subgraph or a cycle graph,
the former implies that the C ∇-set is non-Hamiltonian and the later Hamiltonian. We call this
procedure the C ∇ -set reducing. See Lemma 2.
Lemma 2

A C∇-set is Hamiltonian, if and only if, the C∇ -set reducing results in a cycle graph.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we use a representative for a C∇ -set. By the definition, a
C∇ -set at least has a vertex k4, and is a |I|= 1 [16] cycle graph. Then we can construct a
representative graph that all the C ∇-sets are isomorphic to it. See the Figure 02. In the
following content, we will use this representative graph to discuss the C∇ -set reducing.
We say a cycle on the R=1 edge is to express it has only one R=1 edge. Let C be a
candidate removable cycle such that |V((C∇ -set)–C)|=|V(C∇ -set)| and |E((C∇ -set)–C)|
=|E(C∇ -set)|–1. Let |d2 | denote the number of vertices of degree 2 in the neighbor of a vertex
in a graph. Since the procedure we considered is the reducing, then, in the proof of this lemma,
we discuss every case in terms of existence of vertices of degree 2 in the representative.
For |d2 |=0 in the C∇ -set, See the Figure 03, there have no need to reduce. Note that the
representative is a |I|= 1 cycle graph. Then, the vertices on C∇ in the representative are inside
vertices except for the vertex k. So, if we delete the cycle on the R=1 edge of the

Figure 02

The representative of a C∇ -set

Figure 03

|d 2 |=0

representative, denoted by Cʼ, as it satisfies |V((C∇ -set) –Cʼ) | = | V(C∇ -set) | and | E((C∇ -set)
–Cʼ) | = | E(C∇ -set) |–1, we will change all inside vertices boundary, which implies we obtain a
2-common (v, e) combination set of the C∇ -set. This is a cycle graph and is Hamiltonian.
If |d 2 |=1, then we have five cases of the C ∇-set. See the Figure 04. All of them have no
need to reduce. Similar to the case |d 2 |=0, we also derive that the C∇ -set is Hamiltonian
because that it is also a cycle graph.

Using “at least” here actually means that we can use one vertex k to represent others. Since no matter how many vertices k
on cycle C, it is the same procedure to reduce the C ∇ -set for every vertex k.
4

Figure 04

The five cases of |d2 |=1 in the representative of a C∇ -set

If |d 2 |=2, then there have two subcases: (i) at least one cycle on the R=1 edge of C∇ -set is
a cycle Cʼ, see the Figure 05(a); (ii) no cycle on the R=1 edge of C∇ -set is a cycle Cʼ, see the
Figure 05(b).
For subcase (i), by the reducing, we derive a cycle graph that is a 2-common (v, e)
combination set of the C∇ -set, which is also a cycle graph. Thus, the C∇ -set is Hamiltonian. For
subcase (ii), it is clearly that reducing the C∇ -set will result in an acyclic graph. In this graph,
we find a case of |P|≥3, By Lemma 3.3 in [15], the C∇ -set is non-Hamiltonian.

(a)
Figure 05

(b)

|d 2 |=2 in the representative of a C∇ -set

Finally, we consider |d2|=3. Note that G is a norm graph. Since G has no case of |P|≥3,
then the case of |d2 |=3 can only emerge when deleting the cycle C. It must be respect to the
vertex k. The result of following process is same as that of subcase (ii) in |d2 |=2. We complete
the proof. ∎
3.3 The overlapping comparison
Lemma 3

The cycle with the minimal ∆w in the overlapping comparison is a unique global-opt

cycle.
Proof. Note that G is a Hamilton graph. So, G must have a co-solution cycle set Sʼx whom is
complementary to a solution cycle set S x except that G itself is a 2-common (v, e) combination
set. Then, there must have removable co-solution cycles on the R=1 edge of B(G). Thus, we
have to compare them for deciding which one is the best choice to delete for obtaining a
minimal weighted Hamilton cycle.
According to the definition, Sx and S’x are complementary. Let sub-Sʼx be a subset of Sʼx
such that the union of all the sub-Sʼx is complementary to S x . Let Cʼx be the cycles in Sʼx . Let
|sub-Sʼx | denote the number of subsets in Sʼx and |Cʼx | the number of cycles in a sub-Sʼx. In an
overlapping comparison, we assume cycle y is global-opt. Cycles considered in this proof are
removable, unless otherwise stated.
Clearly, if |sub-Sʼx |=1 and |Cʼx |≥1, then we have only one cycle on the R=1 edge of B(G) to
be cycle y. Obviously, cycle y is the unique and contributes the minimal ∆w. This means there

have no need for the overlapping comparison, and then cycle y is global-opt. See the Figure 06 (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 06

(c)

(d)

The cases of sub-Sʼx and Cʼx . Dot lines are refer to the Cʼx

If |sub-Sʼx |=2 and | Cʼx |=1, clearly, any cycle to be y in the overlapping comparison that
gives the minimal ∆w is global-opt. See the Figure 06 (b).
If |sub-Sʼx |=2 and | Cʼx |>1, see the Figure 06 (c). By the definition of sub-Sʼx , the sum of
all the cycles in a sub-Sʼx is a cycle with the same order of sub-Sʼx. This is equivalent to the
situation of |sub-Sʼx |=2 and |Cʼx |=1, so any cycle involving in a sub-Sʼx to be y in the
overlapping comparison is also global-opt.
For the case of |sub-Sʼx |≥3 and |Cʼx |≥1, see the Figure 06 (d). This situation is an expanded
version of the cases (b) and (c). Then, we are easily to derive a global-opt cycle y.

Figure 07

t1, t2, t1ʼ, and t2 ʼ are refer to the Cʼx

Now we consider that if there is a cycle not lying on the R=1 edge of B(G), denoted by z,
such that it would be a global-opt cycle only when it is in a different combination, e.g., xʼ +
t1 ʼ+ z + t2ʼ + yʼ. See the Figure 07. Suppose there is a global-opt cycle z in an overlapping
comparison of G. As a different combination, it must has at least one cycle (xʼ or yʼ) lying on
the R=1 edge of B(G) and must be an optimal cycle. Clearly, cycle xʼ or yʼ must have been
tested in overlapping comparison among x, xʼ, y, and yʼ, and we should derive that selecting
cycle y is optimal. This contradicts to that xʼ or yʼ is an optimal cycle. Then, the combination
of xʼ + t1ʼ+ z + t2ʼ + yʼ does not an optimal selection. Hence, z is not a global-opt cycle in the
combination of xʼ + t1 ʼ+ z + t 2ʼ + yʼ. This indicate that cycle y as a global-opt cycle is unique.
That completes the proof. ∎

4. The “1–1” algorithm theorem
Combined the methods of Identification of removable cycles, C ∇-set Reducing (for identifying
the removable co-solution cycles), and overlapping comparison, we obtain a new precise
algorithm for TSP.

Theorem 4 The “1–1” algorithm is an O (|E(G)|3) worst-case time algorithm for TSP.
Proof. According to the definition of TSP in this paper, the proof has two parts. The algorithm
results in Hmin and has the worst time complexity of O (|E(G)|3 ).
Part I The “1–1” algorithm results in Hmin.
For a given Hamilton graph G obtained by the algorithm in [17], we have the following inputs:
B(G), S’x = {C1, C2, …, Cx }, g-C = { C1, C2 , …, Cy}. We use the cycle matrix MB =
(aij )|B(G)|×|E(G)| for B(G), and MS’x = (aij )|S’x|×|E(G)| for S’x . All the computations in the program
will be based on the cycle matrix.
Executing three main steps below will output the Hmin.
S1 Identify the removable co-solution cycles on the R=1 edge.
S2 Do overlapping comparison between x and y and deleting one with ∆w.
S3 Repeat S1~S2 until no cycle can be selected.
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 give us the method to identify the candidate removable cycles on
the R=1 edge of B min and its subsets, which guarantees all the selected co-solution cycles are
removable. By Lemma 3, we obtain a global-opt cycle with the minimal ∆w in the overlapping
comparison.
Then, if the ∆w of all the co-solution cycles have been evaluated in the overlapping
comparison, the program derives a result that no cycles can be selected to construct a more
optimal weighted Hamilton cycle. Hence, the program terminates with the minimal weighted
Hamilton cycle of G.
Part II The “1–1” algorithm has the worst time complexity of O (|E(G)|3 ).
In S1, for finding a global-opt removable cycle, we need to identify the cycle is removable.
First, we use the number of general co-solution cycles |g-C| to represent the number of
candidate cycles. Clearly, |g-C| ≤ |E(G)| – |V(G)| + 15. So, |g-C| ≤ |E(G)|, and there have no
more |E(G)| candidate cycles for the comparison. Accordingly, we have |S’x | = |E(G)| steps for
computation in the program. Second, we need to identify that the candidate cycle is removable.
It costs 5|E(G)|2 times of matrix computation, which involve finding and identifying it is a
cycle in |g-C|, finding a C ∇, constructing the C∇ -set, and reducing the C∇ -set to decide
whether it is Hamiltonian or not.
In S2, we first calculate the ∆w of the candidate cycle by the matrix computation, which
needs |E(G)| times procedures. And then we compare the ∆w to that of another candidate cycle.
Therefore, the total cost is 2|E(G)|2 .
By the definition of overlapping comparison, in the next step, we delete the cycle with smaller
∆w and repeat the next comparison. Note that we have at most |E(G)| candidate cycles.
Therefore, the times of implement of the whole overlapping comparison is |E(G)|⋅(5|E(G)|2
+2|E(G)|2 ). Thus, we derive the time complexity is O (|E(G)|3 ), where |E(G)| is the size of
graph G. We complete the proof. ∎
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If |g-C| = |E(G)| – |V(G)| + 1, then G has only one Hamilton cycle.

5. Conclusions and discussions
In this paper, based on the works in [14-17], we develop the methods of C∇ -set reducing and
overlapping comparison, and present a new non-metric precise algorithm for finding a
minimal weighted Hamilton cycle with time complexity of O (|E(G)|3 ). Our algorithm has
some distinctive features that are correspondent to theoretical and practical problems.
First, the input graphs are normalized and Hamilton graphs which identified by the
algorithm in 𝒪(|E(G)| 3 ) worst case time complexity [17]. This feature implies our algorithm
has no limitation in the definition of the TSP that the given graph is a complete graph, whereas
most of the state-of-art approximate algorithms need the assumption to guarantee their
algorithms obtain a correct result. A typical instance is on optimal walking tour through
thousands cities. In solving the problem, it must first determine that the graph of these cities
connecting with roads geographically is Hamiltonian; otherwise, we may intend to search a
minimal weighted Hamilton cycle in a non-Hamilton graph.
Second, the crucial feature of our algorithm is that in the comparison we can omit to
evaluate the weights of the common interval (tm+tn in the Figure 01) in the cycle set because
this interval is a 2-common (v, e) combination set. This property provides a very efficient
searching method that significantly decreases the obstacle emerged in the precise algorithms
for TSP.
The third predominant feature is that the “1–1” algorithm is non-metric. Since we only
compute and compare the increments generated from deleting a pair of candidate removable
cycles, then the given weights (costs or distances) for edges do not need to obey the triangle
inequality. This allows the weighted value can be substituted by the data collected from
various dynamic factors. For instance, we can use the real-life data [8] that encode the driver’s
know-how in the route optimization problems, which is an optimization problem comes from
TSP.
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